Ghost/Haunting Novels

Sorted by Call Number / Author

CD-BOOK CRU
Performed by Angela Dawe. North Archer, Andie Miller's ex-husband, asks her to become the guardian of two orphans who have driven out three nannies already--and live in a haunted house! What follows is a hilarious adventure in exorcism, including a self-doubting parapsychologist, an annoyed medium, her Tarot-card reading mother, an avenging ex-mother-in-law, and, of course, her jealous fiancé. And just when Andie thinks things couldn't get more complicated, North shows up on the doorstep making her wonder if "maybe this time" things could be different between them.

CD-BOOK HEC
When Lila Beauforte takes up residence in her ancestral home, the 150-year-old Beauforte House in the Garden District of New Orleans, she is terrified by ghostly apparitions. The family reluctantly calls Cree Black for help. Based out of Seattle, Cree, a parapsychologist with a degree from Harvard, is a "ghost buster." But as Cree gets closer to the truth, the proverbial skeletons in the closet of the prestigious Beauforte family come crashing down on her, and she must struggle to keep her own ghosts at bay.

CD-BOOK MAG
Read by Jenny Sterlin. Winifred Rudge, a bemused writer struggling to get beyond the runaway success of her mass-market astrology book, travels to London to jump-start her new novel about a woman who is being haunted by the ghost of Jack the Ripper. Upon her arrival, she finds that her stepcousin and old friend John Comestor has disappeared, and a ghostly presence seems to have taken over his home. Is the spirit Winnie's great-great-grandfather, who, family legend claims, was Charles Dickens's childhood inspiration for Ebenezer Scrooge? Could it be the ghostly remains of Jack the Ripper? Or a phantasm derived from a more arcane and insidious origin? Winnie begins to investigate and finds herself the unwilling audience for a drama of specters and shades -- some from her family's peculiar history and some from her own unvanquished past.

CD-BOOK POE

FIC ATHERTON
Emma Porter, a computer analyst and amateur gardener, takes a vacation in England after her lover dumps her, and she ends up at Penford Hall, a Gothic mansion in Cornwall, where the owner, Duke Grayson Alexander, convinces her to restore his garden, and she investigates the mystery of the death of a rock star and an attack on the duke's cousin, and finds love in the process.
The story of Clayton Blaisdell, Jr.--of the crimes committed against him and the crimes he commits, including his last, the kidnapping of a baby heir worth millions. Blaze has been a slow thinker since childhood, when his father threw him down the stairs--and then threw him down again. After escaping an abusive institution for boys when he was a teenager, Blaze hooks up with George, a seasoned criminal who thinks he has all the answers. But then George is killed, and Blaze, though haunted by his partner, is on his own. Blaze is the story of Clayton Blaisdell, Jr.--of the crimes committed against him and the crimes he commits, including his last, the kidnapping of a baby heir worth millions. Blaze has been a slow thinker since childhood, when his father threw him down the stairs--and then threw him down again. After escaping an abusive institution for boys when he was a teenager, Blaze hooks up with George, a seasoned criminal who thinks he has all the answers. But then George is killed, and Blaze, though haunted by his partner, is on his own.


Meet Anna, a thirtysomething Midwesterner living alone in New York City. A schoolteacher by day, she is a medium by night, covertly helping people reunite with their lost loved ones. Anna leads a double life, guarding her secret as much as she guards her heart -- until Edward, a gangly yet quietly handsome concert pianist, moves into her building. Edward's music fills Anna's apartment with beautiful sounds that disturb her concentration and her lines of communication with ghosts. She and Edward fall for each other fast, but Anna is conflicted: By exposing her true identity, does she risk losing what may be her true love? And is music really his true love? Then a ghost begins to interfere -- Mozart's ghost -- and while making a pest of himself to Anna, he begins to play matchmaker with unpredictable results....


Joaquin, the host of Ghost Radio, a call-in show based in Mexico, finds himself slowly being drawn into the horror stories he hears from his listeners and soon loses control over his own reality.


While renovating her house, Sarah McKinley finds the remains of dozens of bodies that are linked to current missing-persons cases as well as a long-ago murder, which points toward a killer who has the ability to transcend time.

Philip Noble has a big problem. His dad, who was killed in a car
accident, appears as a bloodstained ghost at his own funeral and introduces Philip to the Dead Fathers Club. The club, whose members have all been murdered, gathers outside the Castle and Falcon, the local pub that Philip's family owns and lives above. His dad's ghost tells him that the murderer was his own brother, Philip's uncle Alan, and urges Philip to avenge his death. At first Philip resists, but when he realizes that Uncle Alan has designs on his mother and the family pub, Philip knows that something must be done. But this avenging business turns out to be a much bigger job that Philip anticipated, especially when he is caught up by the usual distractions of adolescence—a pretty girl, wayward friends, school bullies, and his own self-doubt.

FIC HART
Ghost sleuth Bailey Ruth faces her toughest challenge yet as she tries to convince a woman that she is her own worst enemy.

FIC HART
Bailey Ruth Raeburn, a spirit on assignment from Wiggins and Heaven's Department of Good Intentions, investigates the murder of a wealthy woman in Adelaide, Oklahoma, just before she was to sign her will over to a young boy, a move that shocked the rest of the family.

FIC HARWOOD

FIC HARWOOD

FIC HILL

FIC HILL

FIC HINES

FIC IRV

FIC JACKSON

FIC KING STEPHEN

FIC LANGAN

FIC LIGHTMAN

FIC MASTERTON
John joins Mr. Vane's real estate agency, unaware that his new boss has a habit of selling houses with haunting pasts, but when John witnesses one of his colleagues being sucked into the walls of the firm's houses, he realizes that some nightmares come true and that his new boss is not what he seems.

FIC NEVILLE
Fegan has been a "hard man," an IRA killer in northern Ireland. Now that peace has come, he is being haunted day and night by twelve ghosts: a mother and infant, a schoolboy, a butcher, an RUC constable, and seven other of his innocent victims. In order to appease them, he's going to have to kill the men who gave him orders.

FIC ONE
**FIC PERETTI**  

**FIC POWERS**  

**FIC SOKOLOFF**  

**FIC SPARKS**  

**FIC TREMAYNE**  

**FIC WATERS**  

**FIC WHITE**  

**LRG.PRT FIC GRAHAM**  

**LRG.PRT FIC GRAHAM**  

**LRG.PRT FIC HART**  

**LRG.PRT FIC MIL**  

**YA FIC ALPHIN**  

**YA FIC ATWATER-RHODES**  

Cooper Blake awakens after a serious car accident to find he is...
accompanied by a young woman from the spirit world who only he can see, and with the help of two loners from his school, Cooper begins to come to terms with his new reality.

**YA FIC HAH**
While staying at the remote and reputedly haunted Maine inn run by her father and pregnant stepmother, sixteen-year-old Cynda feels increasingly isolated from her father's new family and finds solace in the attentions of a charming but mysterious guest.

**YA FIC HAHN**
When thirteen-year-old Ali spends the summer with her aunt and cousin at the family's vacation home, she stumbles upon a secret that her mother and aunt have been hiding for over thirty years.

**YA FIC MACPHELL**
Col McCann becomes a local hero when he saves a boy from drowning but when his older brother is suspected of a serious crime, Col must decide if he should be loyal to his family or tell the truth about what he saw while under the water.

**YA FIC SCHROEDER**
Ava can't see or touch him, unless she's dreaming. She can't hear his voice, except for the faint whispers in her mind. Most would think she's crazy, but she knows he's here... Jackson. The boy Ava thought she'd spend the rest of her life with. He's back from the dead, as proof that love truly knows no bounds.

**YA FIC WOODING**
As Thaniel, a wych-hunter, and Cathaline, his friend and mentor, try to rid the alleys of London's Old Quarter of the terrible creatures that infest them, their lives become entwined with that of a woman who may be either mad or possessed.